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Definition of intelligence in English: noun. [ mass noun ] 2.2Military or political information: the gathering of
intelligence Words that rhyme with intelligence. Comprehensive list of synonyms for lack of intelligence
understanding or careful thought, by Macmillan Dictionary and Thesaurus. Macmillan Dictionary Lack of
intelligence, understanding or careful thought - synonyms or related words Intelligence - Online Etymology
Dictionary intelligence synonym English synonyms dictionary Reverso intelligence Meaning in the Cambridge
English Dictionary Spoken Sanskrit Dictionary . Sanskrit word, Transliteration, Grammar, English word
????????????, buddhizAlin, adj. possessing intelligence. ?????? Urban Dictionary: Intelligence 13 Sep 2015 .
Artificial Intelligence can make you feel stupid. Often the words used to discuss it are miles away from the ones we
use every day. It can feel like Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary, By Jan Goldman . Look up intelligence at
Dictionary.com: late 14c., the highest faculty of the mind, capacity for comprehending general truths; c. 1400,
faculty of understanding, intelligence - WordReference.com Dictionary of English
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intelligence - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and forums. All Free. Forum discussions
with the word(s) intelligence in the title:. intelligence - Sanskrit Dictionary for Spoken Sanskrit Something severely
lacking on Urban Dictionary, for god sake at least know what youre talking about before you post a load . 10 Words
related to Intelligence. Define intelligence. intelligence synonyms, intelligence pronunciation, thats like a childs
windmill, and I cant prevent its making foolish words —D. H. Catalog - Words of intelligence : a dictionary 5 days
ago . Intelligence - Synonyms, antonyms, and related words and phrases. and the British English Dictionary Cambridge Dictionaries Online. Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary: Amazon.de: Jan Goldman The gathering of
such information: Corporate intelligence relies on a slew of . Check out our blog, updated regularly, for new words
and revised definitions, Definition of “intelligence” Collins English Dictionary Words of intelligence : a dictionary /
Jan Goldman. Goldman, Jan. (Author). Image of Intelligence service Dictionaries. Military intelligence Dictionaries.
Urban Dictionary; Very Quickly Regrets It - Techdirt 10 Nov 2015 . Dictionary.com users will now be able to look up
the word fleek, defined as sapiosexual: a person who finds intelligence to be a sexually Words and Intelligence I:
Selected Papers by Yorick Wilks - Google Books Result Use intelligence in a sentence. LINK / CITE ADD TO
WORD LIST. noun. The definition of intelligence is the ability to retain knowledge, use reasoning to solve Feels,
Facepalm & Fleek: New Words Added to the Dictionary . What is intelligence? intelligence meaning, pronunciation
and more by Macmillan . A final festive themed words in the news for 2015! http://ow.ly/WgfnR. Words of
Intelligence: A Dictionary: Jan Goldman: 9780810856417 . 11 Jan 2013 . However, the quest for true artificial
intelligence is still ongoing. Still, its disheartening to know that the use of the word bullshit (even Intelligence
Definition of Intelligence by Merriam-Webster intelligence synonyms, antonyms, English dictionary, English
language, definition, see . (informal) news, notice, notification, report, rumour, tidings, tip-off, word intelligence noun
- Oxford Learners Dictionaries Synonyms for intelligence at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. intelligence - Mnemonic Dictionary Intelligence definition, capacity
for learning, reasoning, understanding, and similar . Synonyms; Examples; Word Origin He writes with intelligence
and wit. 3. Intelligence Define Intelligence at Dictionary.com Intelligence - definition of intelligence by The Free
Dictionary Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary is intended for the intelligence and national security men and women
who are fighting the Global War on Terrorism at all . American Heritage Dictionary Entry: intelligence Words of
Intelligence: A Dictionary is intended for the intelligence and national security men and women who are fighting the
Global War on Terrorism at all . Words related to intelligence - OneLook Dictionary Search 5 days ago . intelligence
meaning, definition, what is intelligence: the ability to Meaning of “intelligence” in the English Dictionary . Word of
the Day ?. lack of intelligence understanding or careful thought - synonyms and . Words of Intelligence: A
Dictionary: Amazon.de: Jan Goldman: Fremdsprachige Bücher. Intelligence Synonyms, Intelligence Antonyms
Thesaurus.com Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary [Jan Goldman] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary is intended for the Intelligence - Cambridge Dictionary - Cambridge
University Press Definition of intelligence noun in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation,
picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms intelligence - Oxford Dictionaries Words and
phrases matching your pattern: (Were restricting the list to terms we think are related to intelligence, and sorting by
relevance.) Words of Intelligence: A Dictionary : Jan Goldman : 9780810856417 Words and Intelligence II: Essays
in Honor of Yorick Wilks - Google Books Result Definition of “intelligence” The official Collins English Dictionary
online. information, news, facts, report, findings, word, notice, advice, knowledge, data, Artificial Intelligence
dictionary: How to speak AI - BBC Newsbeat Define intelligence: the ability to learn or understand things or to deal
with new or . Strong words from Chris Christie lead to an increase in dictionary lookups. Intelligence dictionary
definition intelligence defined - YourDictionary MnemonicDictionary.com - Meaning of intelligence and a memory
aid (called Mnemonic) intelligence - Dictionary definition and meaning for word intelligence. intelligence definition
and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary

